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By Debbie Brown

Merehurst Limited. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 112 pages. Dimensions: 11.4in. x
9.0in. x 0.7in.Crammed with ideas for creative cakes, 50 Easy Party Cakes features a stunning range
of colorful designs from best selling cake-decorating and sugarcraft author Debbie Brown. If you
are planning a party, and are pushed for time, then look no further! This collection of striking yet
simple cake designs is guaranteed to provide an easy solution to the problem of creating the perfect
cake for any birthday party or celebration. Debbie Brown combines her exceptional flair for color
and design with her unique fondant modeling skills to simplify her eye-catching cake designs, some
of which you may have never dreamed you could achieve. 50 Easy Party Cakes is filled with cakes
which will appeal to children of all ages. Instantly lovable animal cakes include a Friendly Frog,
Sporty Spider and Noahs Ark, while the Fairy Toadstool, Dotty Dragon and Alien Spaceship are
among a number of fantasy ideas. Sports fans will enjoy the Soccer Player and Formula 1 Car. Keep
older children entertained with the Glitter Bag and Make-up, meanwhile younger children will adore
the Playful Kitten on a Ball of Wool and the Cute Yellow...
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ReviewsReviews

Basically no phrases to clarify. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Ana bel Zem la k-- Ana bel Zem la k

Absolutely essential go through publication. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Dr . Sier r a  Lowe Sr .-- Dr . Sier r a  Lowe Sr .
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